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Analysis of x-ray diffraction from a single crystal of bis-benzene-1,2-dithiolato-Au~IV! @Au~bdt!2# at 125 K
reveals a superstructure along the stacks of Au~bdt!2 molecules corresponding to a dimerization of the mol-
ecules along the stack. Within a dimer, intermolecular sulfur-sulfur contacts are shortened from 3.7 to 3.6 Å
whereas a lengthening to about 3.8 Å is found between dimers. Electrical resistivity measured by a four-probe
method between 230 and 450 K uncovers an activated resistivity with a characteristic energy of 0.30 eV. The
room-temperature conductivity at zero applied pressure is 0.11 V21 m21 rising smoothly to 0.67 V21 m21 at
0.55 GPa isotropic pressure. The magnetic susceptibility x is low compared to the spin susceptibility of a
system with one free spin per molecule. An activated behavior of x is observed, which gives rise to a
monotonic increase in x at between 275 and 420 K. Reflectivity measurements along the b axis ~stacking
direction! of a single crystal of Au~bdt!2 shows a transition around 5000 cm21 ~0.6 eV! possessing an oscillator
strength '0.5 electron/molecule. Along the c axis an absorption centered around 8000 cm21 is observed. The
first transition ~5000 cm21! is attributed to an intermolecular charge-transfer process while the latter transition
~8000 cm21! most likely corresponds to an intramolecular excitation. The physical data presented are discussed
in the context of a soft Mott insulator.
INTRODUCTION
The transition-metal dithiolene complexes have been in-
tensively studied for more than 25 years since they possess
extraordinary redox behavior, molecular geometry, and
physical properties.1–5 Within this family the Ni- and Cu-
group dithiolenes are all planar and exhibit a wide range of
physical behavior, including metallicity and
superconductivity.6 An example of the latter is the well-
known tetrathiafulvalene ~TTF2! Ni~dmit!2, where dmit de-
notes 4,5-dimercapto-1,3-dithiole-2-thione.7
The gold-dithiolene complexes—though much less stud-
ied than the Ni dithiolenes—are known in a range of oxida-
tion states.8–19 As shown in the present paper, the odd-
electron compound bis-~benzene-1,2-dithiolato!-gold
@Au~bdt!2# belongs to the group of planar molecules, which
in the solid state form electrically ~semi!conducting molecu-
lar stacks with a half-filled electronic band. A more well-
known member of this group is K-TCNQ
~tetracyanoquinodimethane!.20 However, Au~bdt!2 is unique
since it is a neutral, odd-electron species. X-ray structure
determination reveals nearly uniform stacks of Au~bdt!2 mol-
ecules with a weak superstructure.17 Ab initio calculations on
the isolated Au~bdt!2 molecule show the highest occupied
and singly occupied molecular orbitals ~HOMO and SOMO!
to be almost the pure bonding and antibonding combinations
of the ligand HOMO’s, and also to be very close in energy.21
This indicates that the central gold atom provides only a
weak coupling between the two ligands; much the same situ-
ation as in the Ni~dmit!2-type species.22,23
We report here the electrical, optical, and magnetic prop-
erties of single crystals of the title compound Au~bdt!2 .
The results show that the physical properties such as resis-
tivity and magnetism are dominated by electron-electron cor-
relations.
EXPERIMENT
Au~bdt!2 was prepared by electrocrystallization of
~C4H9!4N1 Au~bdt!22 as reported in the literature.17
~C4H9!4N1 Au~bdt!22 was prepared as described in Ref. 21.
A single crystal ~0.2430.0930.05 mm3! was used for
x-ray analysis at around 125 K. Weissenberg photographs
showed considerable condensation of the previously reported
superstructure reflections associated with a doubling of the b
axial length.17 A CAD-4 diffractometer was used for unit cell
determination and collection of intensity data. The crystal
symmetry is monoclinic, space group Pn ~P21/n in subcell!
with a512.335~6! Å, b57.409~3! Å, c514.469~7! Å,
b5112.08~5!°, V51225.3~3! Å3, m~Mo Ka!5125.9 cm21.
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2435 reflections were measured with v scan in the range
0,u,25°, 214,h,14, 0,k,8, 0,l,17. Data reduction
gave 2245 unique reflections, of which 1967 had I.2s(I)
and were used in subsequent refinements. Corrections for
Lorentz, polarization, and absorption effects ~transmission
0.32–0.55! were applied. Initial atomic coordinates were
taken from the room-temperature structure study ~average
structure in subcell! and used for refinement in a 125-K sub-
cell with b5 1237.409 Å2. This refinement converged with
residuals R50.025 and wR50.034 with anisotropic thermal
parameters for all atoms ~H atoms were ignored!. Refine-
ments in the larger cell were also attempted, but uncon-
strained refinements were hampered by severe correlations
due to the weakness of reflections with k odd. Therefore, the
two independent molecular radicals were refined as rigid
bodies with fixed geometry from the 125-K average structure
but allowing for translation and rotation of each radical.
Atoms of the same kind were assigned a common isotropic
thermal parameter. This procedure led to final residuals
R50.055 and wR50.072 with 14 parameters. The resultant
individual atomic coordinates are not reported since they
were derived from a highly constrained refinement. The crys-
tallographic programs used were SHELX76,24 PLATON,25 and
PLUTO.26
Electrical resistivity in the temperature range 235 K,T
,460 K was measured using a four-point method whereby
reversal of the current direction at each measured tempera-
ture cancels thermal voltages. Typical currents used for this
measurement were 5.7 mA/cm2<J<30 mA/cm2. Four well-
annealed Pt wires with a diameter of 3 mm were fixed to a
nonconducting surface with GE varnish in a configuration of
comparable geometry to the sample. The leads were con-
tacted to the sample using silver paint where the original
thinner was replaced by octyl-acetate, which slows the dry-
ing process. The temperature was measured with a Pt ther-
mometer in the range 235 K,T,295 K and a Pt-Rh thermo-
couple in the range of 295 K,T,460 K. Measurements at
high pressures were carried out in a He-gas medium. Pres-
sure was generated with a commercially available He-gas
compressor. Static magnetic susceptibility was measured in a
Faraday magnetometer in an applied magnetic field of 5.7 T.
A gold-plated high-purity copper crucible suspended from
the microbalance on a Pt wire was used as a sample holder
for the randomly oriented 50.15-mg quantity of single crys-
tals. The magnetic susceptibility of the crucible and the sus-
pension was measured and subtracted from the data. After
the sample had been placed in the crucible and suspended in
the magnetometer, the sample region was evacuated for 15 h
followed by the admission of 1 mbar of pure He gas. Obser-
vation of the sample-region atmosphere with a quadropole
mass spectrometer ensured that an oxygen concentration of
less than 231028 mbar was present during the entire mea-
surement. Data were acquired during thermal drift from 330
to 4 K at a rate of 1 K/min. Data above 330 K were taken
while heating the sample region at a rate of 1 K/min with a
noninductive furnace mounted in the cryostat.
The single-crystal reflectance of infrared and visible
wavelengths was measured at 300 K on a 0.331.0 mm2
~100! face. A single-beam monochromator with gratings for
the infrared and a quartz prism for the visible in connection
with globar and halogen lamps provided the radiation, while
the appropriate polarization was selected with wire grid and
calcite prism polarizers in the two spectral ranges. An alumi-
num mirror served as reference taking into account the finite
reflectance of Al.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The average crystal structure of Au~bdt!2 consists of
stacks of the neutral radicals along the b axis ~Fig. 1!.17 All
short intrastack SS contacts are identical and equal to b
~subcell!, i.e., 3.75 Å at room temperature and 3.70 Å at 125
K. A somewhat short intermolecular SS contact ~3.66 and
3.6 Å at the two temperatures, respectively! connects a stack
along b going through the origin with an equivalent and
parallel stack through the center of the unit cell. The stacks
are thus weakly connected to form layers defined by direc-
tions @010# and @101#. At room temperature very weak inten-
sity reflections corresponding to a supercell with b57.500 Å
can be observed. On Weissenberg photographs these reflec-
tions are very elongated along the 2a*1b* direction, but at
lower temperature they become more intense and less elon-
gated. This suggests a dimerization in the stack direction
with incomplete long-range correlation between the stacks.
In the present analysis all observed reflections at 125 K cor-
responding to a unit cell having b57.406 Å were included in
structure refinement. Although highly constrained ~see ex-
perimental part!, the refinement with all reflections clearly
indicate that the alternating radicals in a stack are mainly
subject to relative translations. The atom Au2 in Fig. 1 is
displaced from its ‘‘ideal’’ position ~0, 12, 0 relative to Au1!
by 20.12, 20.11, and 0.16 Å along a , b , and c , respectively.
The two neighboring radicals in a stack are no longer strictly
parallel and the interplanar distance is thus not well defined.
A dimerization is clearly seen when considering the intrast-
ack SS distance. Within a dimer these contacts are short-
ened from 3.70 Å to about 3.6 Å, whereas a lengthening to
about 3.8 Å is found between the dimers. The short inter-
stack distance of 3.6 Å is unchanged by the distortion. The
absence of strong interactions along the @2101# direction
may explain the apparent incomplete correlation between
stack dimerizations.
Resistivity as a function of temperature is displayed in
Fig. 2. An activated behavior typical of a semiconductor is
observed. Assuming that R(T)5A exp~2D/kT!, an activa-
tion energy D50.30 eV is found from the slope of the plot
shown in Fig. 2. In a band description this corresponds to a
band gap of 0.60 eV. The room-temperature conductivity
measured along the stacking direction is 0.11 V21 m21.
FIG. 1. Side view showing two independent radicals in the stack
along b . Unlabeled atoms are carbon atoms.
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In general, organic compounds possess rather large com-
pressibilities which suggests that the transport properties
should also be strongly pressure dependent. The electrical
resistivity at 295 K under purely hydrostatic pressure is
shown in Fig. 3, where the filled and open symbols indicate
data taken while increasing and decreasing the pressure, re-
spectively. The curve can be fitted with a polynomial of third
order given by
r~P !59.46239.29P174.91P2255.99P3 V m. ~1!
The initial slope at P'0 is given by (dr/dP)P505239.29
V m/GPa. At the highest pressure attained of P50.54 GPa
the electrical resistivity of Au~bdt!2 has reached r~0.54 GPa!
51.3 V m51.33105 mV cm. For comparison, the electrical
resistivities at 300 K and at an atmospheric pressure of the
highly conducting organic compounds TTF-TCNQ,
HMTTF-TCNQ, TSF-TCNQ, HMTSF-TCNQ, and HMTSF-
TNAP are 2.5, 1.88, 1.23, 0.53, and 0.50 mV cm,
respectively.27 It is clear that we are a long way from values
typical of organic metals. However, we point out that the
electrical resistivity of this compound is fairly pressure sen-
sitive decreasing by over 85% with only 0.54 GPa of pres-
sure. For comparison, the pressure dependence27 of TTF-
TCNQ is d ln r/dP'2280% GPa21. We note that this is
smaller than the initial slope of d ln r/dP'2416% GPa21
which we observe in Au~bdt!2 . If an average of the d lnr/dP
along the curve in Fig. 3 at the points 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4,
and 0.5 GPa is taken using Eq. ~1!, we obtain
~d lnr/dP!avg'2375% GPa21. Using this value the pressure
where the electrical resistivity would attain 1023 V cm in
Au~bdt!2 is estimated as 3.7 GPa. Unfortunately, the pressure
range of our apparatus is below 0.7 GPa so it was not pos-
sible for us to investigate the properties of this compound at
higher pressures.
The measured magnetic susceptibility vs temperature of
Au~bdt!2 is displayed in Fig. 4. These data are corrected for
the diamagnetism of Au~bdt!22 by using the room-
temperature magnetic susceptibility of ~C4H9!4N1Au~bdt!22
and ~C4H9!4N1Br2, which was measured in conjunction with
this project, and the tabulated value of the diamagnetism of
Br2 obtained from the standard tables.28 This yielded the
correction xdia522.031024 cm3/mol.
If one compares the magnitude of the observed suscepti-
bility at 300 K to that of an imaginary system with one free
localized spin per Au~bdt!2 molecule ~1.2531023 cm3/mol!,
the measured value of x is found to be 14 times smaller than
that of the imaginary system. When the temperature depen-
dence of this imaginary system is assumed to be Curie-
Weiss-like, this difference in x is magnified many times with
a reduction of temperature. This comparison is made in order
to illustrate the rather weak magnetism of Au~bdt!2 . We can
FIG. 2. Resistivity along stacking direction vs temperature of
Au~bdt!2 single crystal.
FIG. 3. Electrical resistivity at 295 K vs purely hydrostatic pres-
sure of Au~bdt!2 . The filled symbols and open symbols indicate data
obtained while increasing and decreasing the pressure, respectively.
FIG. 4. Static magnetic susceptibility vs temperature of
Au~bdt!2 . The data are corrected for core diamagnetism.
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therefore with confidence assume that the magnetic behavior
is much weaker and more complicated than that of a simple
magnetic analogue with one free spin per molecule.
We have considered various possibilities in order to un-
derstand the increase of magnetic susceptibility with tem-
perature above T;275 K. A semiconductorlike magnetic
susceptibility, for example, can climb exponentially with
temperature due to excitation of charge carriers into the con-
duction band.29 Using the energy gap derived from our elec-
trical resistivity measurements the strong observed upturn in
x can be obtained when an effective mass for the charge
carriers of 500me , where me is the mass of the electron, is
chosen. The anomalously large effective mass suggests that
this description is unphysical.
Another possibility is to consider antiferromagnetic order-
ing. The drop in x with decreasing temperature in the high-
temperature region indicates that the system may be domi-
nated by antiferromagnetic interactions already at the high-
temperature end of our measurement. Since our structural
data show that this high-temperature part of the magnetic
susceptibility is little affected by dimerization a Bonner-
Fischer-type magnetism describing a one-dimensional anti-
ferromagnetic chain may be in accordance with the experi-
mental data.30 According to Bonner and Fischer, the
temperature Tmax where the maximum magnetic susceptibil-
ity xmax is reached is given by 1.28J/k ~K! where J repre-
sents the antiferromagnetic exchange coupling between adja-
cent sites, and kB is Boltzmann’s constant. The value xmax is
0.11kB/J ~K21 cm3/mol!.31 Assuming that the system is
highly correlated ~Hubbard U'4t! we can estimate the
value of J by using31 J'2t2/U , where U'0.6 eV comes
from optical data ~see below! and t is estimated to 0.12 eV
by comparison to analogous TCNQ salts. This gives
Tmax5700 K and xmax5231024 cm3/mol. A peak at 700 K
with maximum at 231024 cm4/mol cannot be confirmed by
the experimental data due to phase separation of the crystals
when heated to temperatures above 420 K. The relatively
rapid drop in the susceptibility in the region between 420 and
300 K is, however, not expected from a simple Bonner-
Fischer-type model and it is hence likely that the dimerizing
of the lattice has a pronounced effect on the magnetism even
in this high-temperature region. The dimerization could be
the signature of a spin Peierls transition or ‘‘generalized’’
Peierls transitions as suggested for similar systems @e.g.,
KTCNQ ~Ref. 32! and HMTTF-TCNQF4 ~Ref. 33!#.
We note that the low-temperature part of the magnetic
susceptibility may contain contributions from soliton-
antisoliton pairs in analogy with polyacetylene34 in addition
to possible paramagnetic impurities. Further investigation of
the magnetic anisotropy on single crystals and with neutron
diffraction may provide more details concerning the mag-
netic state of this system.
Figure 5 presents the measured room-temperature reflec-
tance spectra. The b-axis ~stacking-axis! spectrum was deter-
mined in the range 2400–18 000 cm21, while the c-axis
~along the long axis of the molecules! spectrum was mea-
sured from 4000 to 18 000 cm21. The b-axis spectrum looks
‘‘metallic’’ with a plasma-edge-type feature at 10 000–
13 000 cm21. However, the level off in reflectance towards
the low-frequency end indicates that the spectrum is domi-
nated by a strong oscillator at finite frequency which physi-
cally must originate from the charge-transfer ~CT! excita-
tions. A weaker feature is superimposed on this resonance. In
the other polarization direction, a single oscillator on a di-
electric background is observed.
In order to further extract information from the spectra, a
Kramers-Kronig transformation35 was performed. Since this
scheme requires knowledge of the spectra in the entire fre-
quency range, the low-frequency reflectance below the mea-
sured range was assumed constant, while a smooth connec-
tion in the high-frequency end was made to join standard
extrapolation schemes.35 The spectral features in the mea-
sured range are not very sensitive to the precise choice of
extrapolations. Figure 6 shows the results of the transforma-
tion in terms of the optical conductivity. As expected, the
b-axis spectrum has a dominant peak with weaker shoulders
superimposed. As indicated above, the resonance must be
attributed to a charge-transfer process between molecules
along the stacks. The position of the peak at 5000 cm21
corresponds to a photon energy of 0.6 eV, which matches the
band gap estimated from the resistance measurements. The
area below the peak in conductivity corresponds to the oscil-
lator strength of the transition. Taking into account the unit
cell volume and the presence of two molecules per unit cell,
this oscillator strength is found to correspond to 0.4–0.5
electron per Au~bdt!2 molecule. Such a number is quite typi-
cal for the low-lying valence electron charge-transfer transi-
tions in molecular crystals.36
The c-axis spectrum shows a resonance at 8000 cm21.
Since this polarization is roughly parallel to the long axis of
the molecules, we associate this transition with the lowest-
lying intramolecular transition in Au~bdt!2 . This transition is
expected for an isolated Au~bdt!2 molecule since Au~bdt!2 is
isoelectronic with the well characterized Ni~bdt!22 com-
plexes possessing intense near-infrared transitions due to
p-p* transition in the ligands.21 Another possibility is a
charge-transfer transition between molecules in adjacent
stacks. This interaction could be mediated by the short
FIG. 5. Polarized reflectance of a single crystal of Au~bdt!2 at
300 K. Solid line: b axis. Dashed line: c axis.
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sulfur-sulfur interstack contact; however, it should be ex-
pected to be considerably weaker than the intrastack interac-
tion. Since the oscillator strength of the transitions is propor-
tional to the intermolecular interactions, the interstack CT
should hence be considerably less intense than the intrastack
CT transitions. This does not agree with the observed transi-
tions of roughly equal oscillator strength and we therefore
consider it most plausible to assign the peak at 8000 cm21 to
an intramolecular p-p* excitation as described above. The
shoulders in the b-axis spectrum around this position could
reflect that the intramolecular transition mixes with the in-
trastack charge-transfer excitation.
CONCLUSIONS
At high temperature crystals of Au~bdt!2 consist of nearly
uniform stacks of neutral molecular radicals with one charge
carrier per molecule. The packing motif indicates that elec-
tronic interactions in the crystal are by far most efficient
along the stacking direction of the molecules ~b direction!.
At low temperatures a weak dimerization develops. The
weak dimerization as well as discrepancies between the ob-
served magnetic and optical properties and simple ~uncorre-
lated! band theory indicates that the system is most accu-
rately described in a strong coupling limit ~Hubbard U'4t!.
Following this analysis, the observed activation energy for
conduction is found to be roughly equal to the on-site Cou-
lomb repulsion (U) found by optical methods ~Eg'U50.6
eV! as expected in the strong coupling limit. These values
together with a reasonable estimate of the transfer integral
(t) bring the high temperature part of the magnetic suscep-
tibility in fair agreement with the expected behavior of an
anti-ferromagnetically coupled one dimensional chain with
one spin per site. The physical properties are in many re-
spects very similar to KTCNQ.20
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